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CPHR members and the business they work for have access to unmatched discounts on 
Gardium Security’s Standard Background Checks Group.

O�er Details:

Share your CPHR discount with your business and save big!

In which type of situation is a background check 
necessary?

Before hiring (whether it’s an employee, volunteer, 
intern, etc), before giving access to confidential data to a 
future employee, before leasing a space or apartment. 
Background checks can be simple or more advanced, 
depending on your needs.

How long does it take to get a background check 
result?

Thanks to our verification tools, our network and the 
technology in place, we usually have the results in 
approximately 4 hours, sometimes even faster.

Who can access this discount?

Members of the Ordre des CRHA du Québec and the 
business they work for.

If I stop working for my current employer, is the o�er 
still valid for the next company I’ll work with?

The short answer is yes! Your new employer has access 
to your discount as soon as you’re hired, a nice asset for 
you!

How much can I save using this discount? 

It depends on the number of background checks made. 
A verification in our standard background check group 
cost about 20-25$, therefore around 4-5$ would be 
saved per verification.

For a Small Business
250 annual background checks = about 1300$ saved 
annually.

For a Medium Business
500 annual background checks = about 2600$ saved 
annually.

For a Large Business
1000 annual background checks = about 5200$ saved 
annually.

My business has a high volume of background checks 
annually, do you have other discounts based on that? 

Gardium Security can o�er an additional discount based 
on the annual volume of background checks. 
If applicable, we are available to discuss and present a 
personalised o�er based on your business needs.

Frequently asked Questions

You and your business get a 20% discount on our standard background checks, which includes the following:

•  Provincial and Federal Criminal Records
•  Provincial Civil Records
•  Professional References and Employment Confirmation
•  Academic Verification

infoverification@gardium.com

A Major Asset 
for all CPHR!


